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MAS Level- 1A data inDut format

The MAS L.evel-lA data will be supplied in the format currentiy used by Amm Re-ch
Center for MultisFtral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor (MAMS) data. MAMS has been used
as the modeI for MAS software development.

Calibration software assumptions and methodolozv

(1) Number of channels and spectraI bands
The MAS will record 12 image channels, where ~ch image channel may be selected from up
to 50 S~ti bands. The spectral band assigned to each channel is selmti pre-flight and
does not change during flight.

(2) Number of bits ~r channel
MAS image data may be recorded at either 8 bit or 10 bit mlution. This is set pre-flight and
dm not change during flight.

(3) Visible band calibration
The MAS has no onboard visible calibration capability. MAS visible wavelength image bands
are calibrated on the ground either before or after flight missions. A linear calibration (slope
and intercept) from digiti counts to radiance is generated for each visible band and d= not
change during flight.

(4) InM band dbration.
The MAS has an onboard inti calibration capability. Two temperature controlled
blackbodia are viewed during every scan. The blackbody temperatures and digital counts are
ud to gaerate a linear calibration (slope and inte~t) from digital munts to radiane for
every individual scardine. The valid temperature range for calibration is assumed to be 150K
to 373K.

(5) Data quality chocking
No quality checking is performed on the MAS image data. Certain items in the MAS
engineering data are checked. The time and scan number are checked to ensure contin~ty.
The time is checked against the scan number to asure scan rate continuity. The blackbody
counts for all channels are checked to ensure mntinuity, and that they lie within the range
defind by the number of bits for that channel (e.g. 8 bit implies a range of O-255). The
blackbody tempera- for all channels are checked to ensure continuity, and that they lie
within the range 150K to 373K. The blackbody counts and temperatu~ for the infrared
-els are checked to ensure that the vahIes for the hot blackbody are greati than those for
the cold black body. If prublems are d-ted with the blackbody data in any channel, then the
dibration sIope and intercept for that channel are set to zero for that scanline.

(6) Output data
The MAS visible bands have mdiance computed in units of milliwatts per squue mtimeter
per steradian per micron. The MAS infrared bands have radiance computed in units of
milliwatts per square mtimeter per steradian ~r wavenumber. These valum are scaled
appropriately and stored as 16 bit integers. The blackbody counts, temperatures, md
calibration slope and intercept data are also stored for every MAS channel on every scanline.
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Geolocation SO- assumr)tions and methodolo~

(1) Geolocation data format
Geolocation data for the MAS is rmrded continuously during flight by the ER-2 Inertial
Navigation Sys@m (INS). The important parameters are time, aircraft latitude, longitude,
hading and altitude. The INS updat~ th= values approximately every 5 seconds. The ~S
da- is an ASCII fde which is supplied separate to the MAS Level-lA dataset.

(2) Geolocation strategy
Geolocation is ordy performed for portions of a flight where tie aircraft flew a straight and
level line. Geolocation data is obtained soIeiy from the ~S data, with no reference to the
MAS imagery. Straight line flight tracks are identified by manual inspection of the change in
aircti heading with time. The start and end tima of the straight line flight tracks are noted.
Lin~ ~~sions for ~~ latitude, longitude, heading and altitude versus time are
computed for the straight line flight tracks.

(3) MAS image geolocation

To geolocate a given MAS straight line flight track, the MAS start time and scardine number
at the &g of the fight track are determined. These are used as a refemce for the mt
of the flight track since MAS times are truncated to whole -rids. The scanline number and
scan rate are used to determine the time elapsed to subsequat scardines in the flight track.
on= the time for a given scanline is computi, the linear -ion relationships = used to
compute ~ latitude, longitude, heading and altitude at that time. Latitudes and Iongitud=
are thm computi for ev~ lot.h pixel on that scanline (pixels 1, 10, 20, 30, .... . 690, 700,
710, 716). Solar Ath and azimuth angles, and * scan and azimuth angl= are also
mmputed for every loth pixel. Every tie in a straight line flight track is geolocated in
this way. Scardines which = not included in straight line flight tracks have no geolocation ~
data computed. However it shotid be noted that the ~S data is still available during th=
tions.

(4) Data quality checking
The whole INS dataset is checked separately before the geolocation computations are done.
Plots of - time versus record number, and aircraft latitude, longitude, heading and
altitude versus time are _ for continuity and validity. The INS dataset is then chaked
for small continuity errors which confirm the selection of straight line flight track times. The
method is to cheek the value of a parameter at a given time versus the previous value mf~the
parameter. In summary,
(a) Time is ch=ked to ensure it is not 16s than, or more than one minute greater than the
previous time,
(b) btitude is checked to asure it does not differ from the previous latitude by more than 0.2
degrees,
(c) Longitude is chec~ to insure it d~ not differ from the previous longitude by more than
0.2 degrees,
(d) Heading is checked to ensure it does not differ from the previous heading by more than 1
degree,
(e) Altitude is checked to ensure it d- not differ from the previous altitude by more than 100
meters,
(f) Pitch is chekd to ensure it d= not differ from the previous pitch by more than 2.5
degrees.

(5) output data
The gmlocation parameters are stored for every 10th pixel on every scanline (pixels 1, 10, 20,
30, . . . . . 690, 700, 710, 716). The geolocation parameters stored are



,

(a) Pixel latitude (deg=, -90 is South, +90 is North),
(b) pixel longitude (deg=, -180 is Wmt, O is Greenwich, + 18P ‘~East),
(c) pixel scan angle (dew=),
(d) Pixel azimuth angle (degrees),
(e) Solar zenith angle at pixel (degr-),
(f) Solar azimuth angle at pixel (degr=).
Th= valu= are scaled appropriately and stored as 32 bit integers. me original INS da-t
will also be stored separately as part of the output.

MAS Level- lB data oumut format

The bvel-lB data will be distributed in the Nehvork Common Data Format (netCDF)
developed by the Unidata Program Center. The netCDF software is freely available and has
been &ted su-ssfully on the following platf~rms:

Sun3, SPARCstation (SunOS)
DEC VAX (VMS, Ultrix)
DECstation (U’ltrix)
BM RISC System 6000 (AIX)
CRAY YMP (-uNICos)
IBM PS/2 (MSDOS, 0S/2).

The netCDF software is available by anonymous ~ from unidata.ucar.edu in the file
pub/netcdf.tar.Z (both Sourm code and documentation are included in this file).

Distribution of the MAS Level-lB data will be by either magnetic tape (9 track or Exabyte) or
Internet.


